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THE LOCALITY

CLAIMS TB 1068805, 1068806, 1153351 and 1153353, on which the present 

work was performed in June of 1994, form the most northerly spur of 

a group of 60 claims, held by the author and Callisto Minerals Inc. 

of Brockville. The terrain, five to six kilometres south of the CNR 

line through Hornepayne and Sioux Lookout in northwestern Ontario, 

is sandy in its western part, where it is deeply drift-covered, and 

swampy in the east towards Gzowski Creek. The ground is generally 

level, with old forest in the east; the west half has been clearcut 

in the mid-eighties.

TB 1068805-06 were staked in October of 1988; the ground be 

tween these claims and the north boundary of the Metcalfe-McDonough 

claim group, as it then existed, did not come open until July, 1990. 

Beginning in 1990, a new baseline was cut in this terrain; particulars 

can be found in one of the following chapters. The new grid, designed 

witha view to the equirements of the west zone of the older part of 

the claim group, as well as in response to the geological trends in 

the area of the new claims, is projected to consist of a total of 48 

kilometres of grid and baseline, of which now about two thirds is 

completed.

Sparse outcrop and sub-outcrop is present on the northeastern 

claim, TB 1068806.

ACCESS

APART FROM RIDING the freights or chartering a bushplane, the inte 

rested visitor can now reach the claim group by road. From Thunder 

Bay, one follows King's Highway 11 in an easterly/northeasterly di 

rection. Until Nipigon, this road is combined with Highway 17; just 

past the town, 17 continues east and 11 heads north for Beardmore. 

The small former mining town of Jellicoe is 35 km east of Beard 

more, and at about seven kilometres east of Jellicoe the traveller 

will spot a sign to alert the motorist or vacationer that there is 

a gravel road going north from the highway; it is named the Kinghorn 

Road. A sometimes slightly precarious 81-km trip brings the visito 

to the centre of the Metcalfe-McDonough claim group, just west of a

- 2 -
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medium-sized lake named after the prospector who worked there in the 
twenties.

With its area of almost 170 hectares. Metcalfe Lake is perfect 

for landings and takeoffs of float-equipped planes. It lies between 

the longitudes 87O 37.5' and 87O 39.2*, and between the latitudes of 

500 09.3* and 50O 10.2*. Air bases near Geraldton and Nakina pro 

vide the alternative vehicles of access just mentioned; the distances 

from these two take-off points to Metcalfe Lake are 70 and 73 km, re 

spectively, and the charge for a round trip by Cessna or Beaver fluc 

tuates between 200 and 300 dollars.

GENERAL AND ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

DETAILED INFORMATION regarding these matters has been provided in re 
cent assessment reports by this writer, e.g. R15-ML, EM18-ML and 
EM19-ML (See 'References and Work Reports' - page 17). As there is 
now a greater need for detail in respect to another topic, the dis 
cussion of the geology shall be kept brief.

This part of the Superior Province of the Canadian pre-Cambrian 
Shield was severely abraded and denuded during the Pleistocene episo 

des of glaciation. Whatever was left of the hills resulting from the 

Kenoran Orogeny was further drastically reduced, and some of the high 

est features of this terrain are now the eskers and moraines left be 
hind after the melting of the ice sheet.

As for the bedrock geology - the Metcalfe Lake Area is part of 
a greenstone belt somewhat comparable to the mobile belts that resul 

ted, worldwide, from minor plate collisions. The lithology is that 

of a single, complete volcanic cycle, starting with mafic-tholeiitic 
pillow basalts and flows of the same composition, followed by inter 
mediate eruptive formations and finally by explosive-eruptive felsic 

flows and ash rocks. Interformational sedimentary deposits were laid 
down in the quiescent intervals; mountain-building and island-arc vol 
canism occurred at various stages. Mineral deposits in this terrain 
are usually found in areas of diversified lithology: felsic and mafic 
tuffs, intrusive bodies, and exhalite deposits such as IF.

Virtually all rocks are metamorphosed to the greenschist facies. 

Diabase dikes testify to minor disruptive events long after the origi 

nal formative processes of the middle Archaean were completed.
- 4 -
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SOME NOTES ABOUT THE GRIDS

L4E is pronounced as "line four east", which is perfectly logical 

because a line with this kind of label can be found only in the east 

sector of the claim group. The lines run north and south on a baseline 

striking due east, and their numbers increase as they are cut farther 

east.

The same kind of reasoning does not apply to the lines of the N-grid. 

Here the line numbers decrease as they are situated farther north, and 

the designation "N" does not stand for the word "north". Rather, the N 

is much like the S in president Harry S Truman's name, which stood all 

by itself until the Apache made him an honourary chief and gave him a 

real (Indian) name beginning with an S.

The story behind the N calls for a look-back into history. The ori 

ginal grid on this property was oriented according to the trends per 

ceived in traverses across parts of what would become the central zone 

of the claim block initially staked. When this group was expanded 

westward, it was found that the structural and stratigraphic features 

in the newer area were oriented more northerly than the ones identi 

fied on Metcalfe Lake, where the reconnaissance was done with a magne 

tometer. By the time it was fully realized that this more northerly 

trend was not an exception but prevailed over almost half the property, 

much of the linecutting had already been done, and the regulatory de 

mand for a certain minimum amount of assessment work on each claim 

left little time for implementation of a new grid until a number of 

the older claims had been brought to lease. When that came about, a 

dozen new claims were added to the group in the area north and north 

west of McDonough Lake; merely extending the original grid into this 

new area made no sense because by now the geotrends in the northwest 

were known to oscixlate around an azimuth of 018-198. So a new base 

line, soon to be called NBL for short, was started in such an align 

ment that it would intersect an older auxiliary baseline of the ori 

ginal grid (known as ABL 800 NW because it runs parallel to the Main 

Baseline (MBL) at a distance of 800 m from it, measured in a north 

westerly direction) in a spot where oH grid line 80 also met with the 

ABL. As for the choice of azimuth for the new baseline, 18 degrees 

east of north was a natural option: not only does at conform with the 

geotrends, but it also makes an angle of 36O with the Kain Baseline
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of the original grid. And due to the fact that original line 80 has 

its station 80 on the ABL, while L80N also has its station 80 on the 

same baseline, in the same spot (this choice wwas ours), we can now 
treat the new grid as having been derived from the older system by 

rotating that system over an angle of 36 degrees, counterclockwise, 
aro'und station 80 on L80. This simplifies the conversion of the 

coordinates of any point, as determined in terms of one grid, into 
those as they would have been if they had been determined in terms 

of the other grid.

The 36-degree counterclockwise rotation has the result that the 

line numbers no longer go up from northeast to southwest (this con 

vention was chosen because it agrees with the generally accepted 

topographical/geographical convention for the Western Hemisphere), 
but from north to south, practically speaking - which gives rise to 
some paradoxes. Despite this: when we found that the N-grid, once the 
first surveys were done on its lines, permitted an easier explanation 
of hitherto puzzling anomalies, we soon overcame our hesitation about 
expanding the 'New Grid 1 to the outer limits of the zone for which the 
grid provided a good coordinate system. As this zone covers almost 
the entire west half of the property, including a large chunk of the 

southwest, the term Northern (or Northwestern) Grid was no longer 
appropriate, and by the time this grid will be completed, the name 
'New Grid' will also be obsolete, given the fact that an even newer 
grid (the E-grid, mentioned in the first lines of this chapter) was 

started on the eastern claims when the N-grid was already a couple of 

years old. The group sketch (Fihure 2) shows the orientations of the 

various grids, as well as the boundaries of the zones in which each 

of these systems, in its turn, is a good choice.

These zones overlap. We could have drawn the boundaries as sharp 

demarcation lines, but that would have resulted (given the variability 
of structural trends over short distances) in erratic-looking zone 
boundaries, quite conceivably with enclaves, promontories and inliers 

of one zone in the adjacent zone, and therefore we allowed a tolerance 
of 7 to 17 degrees in the amount of deviation between trend and baseline 

azimuth, over and above the discrepancy of up to 18 degrees we will have 
to accept when we have to make a choice between systems that differ by 
an amount of 36 degrees.

Under the adopted convention, we can allow a generous overlap and 
reasonably smooth zone boundaries. No longer do we have to worry about
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having to jump from one grid to another in the middle of a claim or 

map-area, unless we want to disregard our self-imposed guidelines.

When the property grew in the eighties, from 32 claims to 70 at 

one time, we were faced with another choice: increase the maximum 

size of our survey maps, or reduce the scale. It is not easy to re 

present fine details on a scale smaller than 1:2000, and the maximum 

dimensions of the survey plans, formerly up to 107 cm in width by 'in 

definite* length, were reduced with the phasing out of some anti 

quated printing machines. We are limited to four or five standard 

formats, ranging from 45 x 60 cm to 91 x 122 cm.

At the same time we had reached a point where we were increasing 

ly unhappy about the time it took, for every survey plan, to put to 

paper a great amount of infrastructure (grid lines, claim lines, 

creeks, shorelines, roads, culverts, excavations and other more or 

less irrelevant details) that had been mapped before - sometimes more 

than once.

It proved possible - albeit at the expense of considerable initial 

artwork - to subdivide the property in five sectors, covering every 

claim of the sixty-odd now on record, and even allowing for a reason 

able amount of overlap; the artwork just mentioned would consist of 

the creation of accurate basemaps. The prerequisite for accuracy is 

measurement, and measurement is difficult unless there is a grid to 

work on. Hence the compilation of adequate basemaps did not become 

a reality until sufficient line had been cut over most of the property 

- a stage that we reached around 1990. A duplicate of the group 

sketch (Figure 2A on the next page) shows the subdivision of the claim 

group into five sectors, each of which is associated with its own 

basemap. The outlines shown in Figure 2A are, strictly speaking, the 

ultimate boundaries of the corresponding basemaps, and for certain 

sectors, e.g. sector l, the simultaneous presentation of all 18 pos 

sible claims that lie within its frame would leave no room for title 

or legends; hence the actual survey plans of areas within sector l 

will invariably show fewer claims than theoretically possible.

On the other hand, a survey plan may have to cover claims that are 

spread over more than one basemap. In that case, it is customary to 

make a mosaic of the relevant parts of the basemaps involved, and then 

reprint so as to obtain a composite basemap, on which the data can be 

plotted.
- 8 -
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SCALE l : 25000 
1000 m

The Tz:rdraat part of the Metcalfe Lake claim group 

consists of 30 claims with doubly-underlined numbers

remaining 30 claims are recorded under the
licence of CALLISTO Minerals Incorporated

Southwestern l ' sector 

Longitude1 87O 40'

Figure 2A
Group sketch showing outlines of the five base 
maps used in the compilation of survey plans 
relating to the Metcalfe-McDonough claim group 
since 1992.

In most cases a partial print of a base map is 
sufficient as the basis for a survey plan.

Base maps will, from time to time, be updated 
to reflect changes, or to incorporate more 
accurate topographic information when such may 
become available or has been obtained in the

course of field work
- 9 -
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THE SURVEY

AFTER A NUMBER OF grid lines was cut in 1989-90, the first work done on 

the northwestern claims consisted of geological mapping and a VLF-EM 

survey; in following years the attention was focussed on the north- 

central, the west-central and the southwestern sectors, but the 1994 
work plan again included geophysical surveys in the northwest.

Due to the somewhat premature departure of the person who was 

to assist me in the May-June camp of that year, the only survey per 

formed was the magnetometer survey done in the first nine days of 

June, 1994, This work was done with a vertical-force fluxgate mag 

netometer of the type MF-2 (Scintrex). The 1990 lines were grown in 

an blown in to such an extent that three man-days had to be spent on 

rehabilitation. The wind storms had been more severe than such storms 

normally used to be, and the forest edges bordering on the extensive 

cutovers had sustained additional damage from late-stage clearcutting.

The initial agenda for TB 1068805 and 1068806 had called for re- 

cutting of lines -16 and -12; they were originally cut in late 1989, 

after a summer which had broken rainfall records, and the flooding 

had been severe enough to force an emergency adjustment of the di 

rections in which these lines were oriented. However, this cutting 

had to be partially deferred in order to allow for the magnetometer 

survey in the reduced time still available after the departure of my 

helper, and it turned out that this was a fortunate decision: by the 

end of the first week in June, the incursions of a black bear into 

my campsite put the very possibility of further field work in doubt, 

and very soon even my mid-day 'surprise visits' were no longer ad 

equate to prevent ^urther damage.

The problem arising from bear-overpopulation has continued to 

plague us to this day; it has been aggravated by the accumulation of 

garbage and kitchen waste from a logging camp, at a waste-disposal 

site barely 800 metres from our campsite (the amount of edible matter 

would not satisfy the appetite of a single animal - let alone that 

of the three to six bears attracted by the dump on a daily basis). 

Although the '94 summer field work (we conducted a spring camp 

in March-April, a second summer camp in July, and an extended fall 

camp between late October and early December) fell far short of the 

original plans, the magnetometer survey on the far-northern claims

- 10 -
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was virtually completed by June 9; other work, however, had to be de 

ferred. Luck had it that the helper in the July camp was a competent 

and consciencious person who was, in addition to his other qualities, 

fairly successful at keeping bears at a distance (there were no fewer 

than four such visitors at that late time of the season). Still, the 

results of the second summer camp were not able to make up for the 

shortfall in June: most of the field notes, in addition to three of 

the geophysical instruments, were lost in a fire that destroyed my 

home base in the second week of August - and that disaster also forced 

the postponement of the camp that was planned for September.

Without a fully-owned and managed place of work, it is not easy to 

keep the action going at an adequate pace, and this is one of the main 

reasons why it was not possible to report the magnetic survey a year 

earlier.

In the next chapter, the results of the two geophysical surveys 

so far done on this relatively new part of the claim group will be 

compared and discussed in more detail.

- 11 -
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RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

WE USE GEOPHYSICAL exploration methods to obtain useful infor 
mation on the physical properties of rocks and minerals that are 
not accessible to direct observation , or about whose nature we have 
only conjectural ideas based on what we have observed on surface. 

The result of a first geophysical survey may merely indicate 
whether any of our assumptions or inferences is less or more plau 
sible than we initially thought. In the ideal case it may exclude 
one or more of those speculative ideas altogether, and sometimes it 
may even bring up a possibility we had not yet thought of.

In the majority of cases, the use of just one method will not 
eliminate the need for further work in order to come to a firmly 
founded opinion on the nature of whatever it is we are interested 
in finding out more about. And, as geophysical surveys are superbly 
cost-effective and time-efficient, a second or third geophysical 
technique is usually the method of choice. It is for this reason 
that most exploration geologists, once there is a survey grid avail 
able, will run one geophysical survey after the other in rapid suc 
cession, without waiting for the plotted results of the first survey 
and for a thorough analysis of those results.

In practice, unfortunately, such a broad-spectrum strategy is 
not always possible, due to constraints beyond the control of the 
explorationist. Be it the weather, the personnel situation, lack of 
time or monetary restrictions - it may happen that further work must 
wait for a couple of years, if not forever.

Such were the circumstances that stopped the work, started in 

1989, on the northwestern outskirts of the Metcalfe-McDonough claim

group. Now that the second survey has been completed in all or most 
of the area of the first - a VLF-EM survey - we have an opportunity 
to view one plan in light of the other, and vice versa. And what 
we find is one of those rare cases where the picture becomes murkier 
instead of simpler and clearer.

When viewing the plans side by side, one of the first impressions 
is that all the dominant features are concentrated on TB 1068806, and 
the explanation, obvious to a person who has been all over the ter 

rain several times, is that the overburden in the west half of the

- 12 -
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surveyed area is considerably deeper than that in the east. There 

may be another reason for the generally more subdued pattern of con 

tours on both maps, but this is the first one that comes to mind.

Another early impression is that the magnetic pattern is far more 

lively than the EM-picture. In part this is due to the choice of con 

tour levels: a greater interval between contour lines will make the 

magnetic picture look very similar to the EM-patterm. But not entire 

ly so.

We still notice pronounced magnetic anomalies in places where the 

EM expression (representative of conductivity) is subdued or absent. 

Explanations would be easier to come by if the situation was reversed. 

There are several types of electric conductors (the most common ones 

being graphite and ionized aqueous solutions) which have no ferromag 

netic properties. But given the actual situation, we are still left 

with only tentative explanations, and unable to clinch any of them 

without further work of a different nature. It may help to look at 

the prominent features one by one.

The most easterly major conductor is the elongated, northerly- 

trending one that crosses traverse lines 4N, ON and -4N, approximately 

between stations 82 and 84. This is the conductor on which a diamond 

drill hole just north of line -4N was apparently targeted. Apparent 

ly, because we have no details on whom this hole was drilled for and 

what kind of geophysical or other information was available to that 

party at the time , nor do we know how deep this hole went, whether 

core from it was assayed, and what the analysis results were. We only 

know that its initial dip is 53O and its strike 70 degrees east of 

south; that Noranda, Amax-Hollinger and Teck Corporation have all, in 

turn, done work i-n this terrain, and that a fairly sizeable amount 

of Bx core was left behind - probably discarded - near the point where 

the NBL now crosses the logging road approx. 230 metres south of the 

culvert on Gzowski Creek.

Reverting to the major conductor just mentioned: it is approxi 

mately paralleled by two other zones of enhanced conductivity. One 

of these, so far open to the south, is situated to the southwest of 

the major zone and is expressed on the contour map between stations 

84 and 88 on L4N. Determining its extent requires further investi 

gation - a job planned for the summer or fall of 1996. It may well 

extend across one or more other, more southerly, grid lines.

The second parallel zone is considerably weaker and smaller; it

- 13
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extends along the N-baseline between traverse lines -4N and -8N Cand 

possibly farther) but it seems to be of minor interest.
Whereas the strongest of these three conductors corresponds to a 

magnetic high, the lesser zones show a weaker and less certain corre 
lation - even recognizing that a slight shift between the two kinds 
of maxima, due to the different effect on the magnetometer when we are 
dealing with a polarized dipping tabular body, might account for what 
was just described as uncertainty. A truly close correlation, on the 
other hand, is observed between the two types of geophysical expres 

sion of the 'major 1 conductor/magnetized body at station 85 and 86 

on line 4N. It is noteworthy, though, that this interval on the mag 
netic map (M18-ML) is but a profile or cross-section of a longer and 

more powerful high that widens towards the west and extends northward 
across several grid lines, apparently continuing across the north 

boundary of TB 1068806. And this important part of the magnetic zone 

turns out not to be correlated with any conspicuous enhancement of 

conductivity when compared to the contour pattern on map EM9-ML, with 

the possible exception of a small 'blip 1 on line ON where that line 

crosses the logging road.
We know that some oxide-types of Iron Formation are more conduct 

ive that most sedimentary and other rock formations, as well as being 
(usually strongly) ferromagnetic. Hnece the magnetic pattern of this 
area, viewed in isolation, suggests the presence of magnetite-rich IF, 
but the conductivity picture does not lend much support to that assump 
tion. There are other minerals vith magnetic properties similar to 
though much weaker than those of magnetite, but whose conductivity is 
not noticeably different from that of the surrounding rocks. Yet it 
would be rash to invoke such minerals as iron-rich garnets or ferr ous 

sphalerite in the quantities and concentrations required to explain the 
observed magnetic anomalies. Nevertheless, the very possibility of en 
countering an ore mineral such as sphalerite may have been one of the 
considerations that led at least one geophysicist to try ing a diamond 

drill test on L-4N.

Another tentative explanation of the puzzling discrepancy between 

the results of the two surveys assumes some concentration of magne 

tite or ilmenite disseminated in a non-conducting matrix, but such an 

assumption, like many others, raises as many questions as it answers. 
There is at least one question to which the answer is unequivocal:

- 16 -
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"Could it be that a conductor was missed in the VLF-survey because 

it happened to be parallel, in contrast to the general trend, to the 

traverse lines, or else, alternatively, because its long axis was at

a right angle with the apparent azimuth of transmitter NSS? If that 
had been the case, the magnetometer survey would still have picked 

it up, provided that this hypothetical conductor had discernable mag 
netic properties. The magnetic map would have looked quite different 
from the picture actually presented by M18. And in the course of the 

VLF-EM survey, a marked deviation of the apparent transmitter azimuth 
from its geographical, or theoretical one would have been noticed in 

the routine process of orienting the instrument - an EM16 - to obtain 
the required minimum signal strength - unless the axis of the conduc 

ting body coincided precisely with the traverse line under which that 
conductor was supposed to be situated.

At this time we can only conclude that further work with a diffe 

rent type of magnetic or electromagnetic instrument or set-up would 

probably turn out to be futile. Drilling is costly, and should not 
be considered until more cost-effective approaches should be found 
futile. Electric resistivity measurements (for instance with an 
EM16-R instrument configuration) and gravity methods may, at the very 
least, eliminate much of the present speculation. The same may apply, 
to a lesser extent, to further VLF-EM and magnetometer surveys of the 
adjacent terrain.

- 17 -
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lightening is "Archean tectonic and metallogenic evolution of the 
Superior Province of the Canadian Shield"by K.H. Poulsen, K.D. Card 
and J.M. Franklin, 1991.

Assessment reports by industry or individuals are far more 
numerous. Of those submitted by this writer over the past twenty 
years, only a few can be mentioned. They are:

1. Report on a magnetometer survey in the Metcalfe Lake Area by 
Walter Yzerdraat and Claude Larouche, 1976, Assessment File 
number 2.2114

2. EM1-ML - Report on an electromagnetic survey in the Metcalfe 
Lake Area by Walter Yzerdraat, 1980, Assessment File 2.3500

3. EM2-ML - Report on qan electromagnetic survey in the Metcalfe 
Lake Area, W. Yzerdraat, 1980, Assessment File 2.3892

4. GCIO-ML Notes on lake sediment sampling in March, 1991, with 
site plan by W. Yzerdraat and filed as supplement with AN19-ML 
containing the complete analysis results. Thunder Bay Document 
No W9140.00124

5. EM18-ML - Report on a VLF-EM survey in the Metcalfe Lake Area, 
1995 March 20, TB Transaction number W9540-00086/7, Mining and 
Land Management Branch file number unknown

6. R15-ML - Report on a radiometric survey in the Metcalfe Lake 
Area, 1995 September 7, Transaction number W9540-00255/6 
Branch file number 2.16214

7. EM19-ML - Report on a VLF-EM survey in the Metcalfe Lake Area, 
1995 September 20,MLM Branch file number 2.16262

These reportsdeal generally with partial surveys. A comprehensive 
overview of results will, in time, be compiled by this writer.



Ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
et des Mines

Rapport sur les travaux executes 
apres I'enregistrement d'un claim

Lol sur les mines

N* de transaction

\SI l lO* f\J m—^wm tm+mrn BV0 • •••••w a* 1 rt KM l o—
Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la present* (orrnule sont recueillis en vertu de la Lol tar les mines et serviront A la correspondence. Adresser 
loute question sur la collecte de ces renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar. 
4* etage. Sudbury (Ontario) P3E 6A5: telephone : (70S) 670-7264.

Directives : - Dactytographier ou ecrire en lettres moulees.
- Se reporter a la Lol sur les mines et aux regk 

devaluation ou consulter le registrateur de cla
- Remplir une formule pour chaque groupe de tr
- Joindre a la presente formule deux exemplaire
- Joindre a la presente formule une esquisse inc

2.165 12

42L04NE0018 2 16512 METCALFE LAKE 900
Titulaire(s) enregistre(s)

Walter Yzerdraat, Licence A38149
Adresse Box 6 25 ATHENS

Division des mines 
THUNDER BAY Mining Div"-

Daies 
d'execution du: 1994 June 01 to 
des travaux

Ontario Canada KOE 1BO

Canlon's*a*ur Metcalfe Lake Area " 
Township of Oboshkegan

N* de client 
211073

N- de telephone (1613) 
924 9614

N'deplanMouG n,- 1408 
G-173

10 (field) au: 1996 February (map and report)

Travaux executes (cocher un seul groupe de travaux)
Groupe de travaux Genre

Leve geotechnique Magnetometry incl. line rehabilitation

Travaux physiques, 
y compris forage

Rehabilitation MM ^l 193>'
|m|,,r ,.MnSBH*NCH.

Autres travaux autorises

Essais

Vateur transferee 
de la reserve

Total des travaux devaluation reclame sur le releve des frais ci-annexe 2234

Nota : Le ministre peut rejeter une partie ou la totality des travaux devaluation presentes pour obtenir des credits 
devaluation si le titulaire enregistr6 ne peut verifier les depenses reclamees sur le releve des frais dans 
les trente jours suivant une demande de verification.

Les personnes et la compagnie d'arpentage qui ont execute les travaux (donner le nom et I'adresse de I'auteur du rapport)
Nom

Walter Yzerdraat (holder)
Adresse

Box 625 ATHENS ON KOE 1BO

Qolndra une annexe au besoln)

Certification d'intertt b^neflclaire * Voir la note n e 1 au verso
Je certifie qu'au moment oil les travaux ont et6 executes, les claims dont H est 
question dans le present rapport etaient enregistres au nom de tour tHulaire actual 
ou detenus a litre beneficiaire par I'actuel titulaire enregistre.

Date 
1996 03 01

Titulaire enregistrA ou representant (Signature)

.^//X/Z&j&Z^' 'IS it- ~J— nir^ ———— '
Certification du rapport sur les travaux executes

Je certifie que j'ai une connaissance directe des farts exposes dans le present rapport, pour avoir execute les travaux ou en avoir constat* ('execution 
avant ou apres tour acMvement. Je certifie aussi que le rapport ci-annexe est exact.

Nom et adresse du certiticateur

As above (Recorded holder)
N* de telephone 

(1613) 924 9614
Date

1996 March 20
CertiM par (signature)

Reserve au ministere
Valour totate des credits 

enregistres

0241 (OS'911

Date d'enregistrement

Date de ('approbation prevue

Ftogistuleur de claims

Date tfjrfpprobatkxi

Dale d'envoi de I'avis de modification ;

Cachet recu.

A.M
7 1

MAR^ 5 ^ P*
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Les credits que vous reclamez dans le present rapport peuvent etre reduits. Afin de diminuer les consequences defavorables de telles 
reductions, veuillez indiquer I'ordre dans lequel vous desirez au'elles soient appliquees a vos claims. Veuillez cocher (^) l une des op 
tions suivantes :

1. D Les credits doivent etre reduits en commencant par le dernier claim sur la liste.

2. D Les credits doivent etre reduits egalement entre tous les claims figurant dans le present rapport.

3. S Les credits doivent etre reduits seton I'ordre donne en annexe. As detailed above 
Si vous n'avez pas choisi d'option. la premiere sera appliquee.

WY

Note 1: Examples d'lnterets beneflcialres: cessions non enreglstrees, ententes sur des options, protocoles d'entente, etc. relatifs 
aux claims.

Note 2: SI des travaux ont ete executes sur un terrain faisant I'objet de lettres patentes ou d'un ball, veuillez rempllr ce qul suit:

Jo certifie que le titulaire enregistre possedait un interet beneficiaire sur le 
terrain faisant I'objet de lettres patentes ou d'un bail, au moment oil les 
travaux ont et6 executes.

Signature Date



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministers du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Etat des coOts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Lol sur lea mines

Transactkxi NoVN* de transaction

M18-ML

Personal infonnation collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information will be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining daim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands, Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presents formute sonl 
recueillis en vertu de la Lol sur lea mines et serviront 4 tenir a jour un reglstre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute quesiton sur la coUece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. me Cedar. 40 etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/Gouts directs

Type

Wages 
Salsima

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
Drottsds 
I'0ntrvpf0n9ur 
st de ('expert-
~^    .   la
COflVM

SuppHesUsed 
Foumttures 
utmsees

Equipment 
Rental
Location 4ft
flMtvrtM

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur to terrain

Tw*MapSReport . 
Finishing and
prep . for prin 

ting- - - . '
Associated 
services - . . .

type f or field w 
for drafting.
Mailing and 
telecommunica

tions- . .

Typ*

N. A.

Amount 
Montant

776

210

..550

. .150

...60
:. . 52 
. .50

- .14
*

Total Direct Costs 
Total des couts directs

Totals 
Total global

986

760

116

NIL

1862

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indlrects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work. 
Pour to remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, tes 
couts indirects ne sonl pas admissibtos en tant que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Food and 
Lodging 
Nounrttureet 
hebergement
Mobilization and

UobHteatlon et 
dvfnooflwsrtlon

Description

Type NOTE all
amounts in
'amount* col. 
are prorated
at 40*

jight truck,
2900 Km @ 0.30

*1eals and lod 
ging en route 

Camp food . . .

N. A.

Amount 
Montant

348
e

...150

. . . .85

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total partlel des couts Indirects

Amount AHowabto (not greater than 20H of Direct Costa) 
Hontant admissible (n'eicedant paa 20 H des coots dkects)
Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur totato du ere* 
(Total of Direct and AHoweMe d'evaluation
bidbaet eaatat rTatd dtt cat** 4met*

Totals 
Total global

348

235

NIL

583

372

2234

 (to

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : Le titulaire enregistre sera tenu de verifier tesdepensesdemandees dans 
le present etai des couls dans tos 30 jours suivant une demande a cat 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee, le ministre peul rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presentes.

FHIng Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 10046 of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
504fe of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50

Remise* pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans tos deux ans suivant tour achievement sort 
rembourses a 100 "fc de la vateur totato susmentionnee du ere* d'evaluation,

2. Les travaux deposes trois. quatre ou cinq ans apres tour achevement 
sent rembourses a 50 "ft de la valeur totato du credit devaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les calcute ci-dessous.

Valeur totato du credit d'evaluation

x 0.50

Evaluation totato demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that recorded holder
(Recorded Holder. Agent. Position in Company) 

to make this certification

Attestation de I'etat des couls

J'atteste par la presents :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux devaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formula de rapport de travail ci-joint.

l am authorized Et qu'a tjtre de . je suis autorise
(titulaire enregistre. representant. porte occupe dans la compagme)

a faire cette attestation.

Signature

"(Fi
Dal*1996 03 20 

03 01)
Nota : Dans cette formute lorsqu'il designe des personnes. le mascuhn est utilise au sens neutre



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

June 12, 1996

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Geoscience Assessment Office 

933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.16512 
Transaction #: W9640.00166

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development i Mines
435 James Street South, Suite B003
Thunder Bay, Ontario
P7E 6S7

Dear Mr. Weirmeir:

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDIT ON MINING LAND, CLAIMS 
TB.1068805 ET AL IN THE METCALFE LAKE AREA

Assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on the 
Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission. 
The credit has been approved under Section 14, Geophysics (Mag), of 
the Assessment Work Regulation.

The approval date is June 11, 1996.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Lucille Jerome at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

C tf

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

LBJ/jl

cc: Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, Ontario

A /s
ssessment Files Library 

Sudbury, Ontario
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Longitude

Latitude 50O li' Latitude 50O li'

Group sketch

Longitude fa?0 39'

SURVEY PLAN 
M18-ML

G-84 Metcalfe Lake Area
Thunder Bay Mining Division

Base map: Walter Yzerdraat, Oct. 1990 

Field work! 1994 June Q.MO

X

FOUR claims aa underlined in the smaller group sketch: 

TB 1068805-6 and 1153351-3

Recorded holden Walter Yzerdraat, Licence A 31149 
Client number 211073

Scale 1:2,000
100 200 300

SYMBOLS

5wamp, brook zone

Bridge

Road", creek, culvert

Corner post - current*, lapsed

Un i m proved trail

Baseline and grid fine w t Hi markers

Tie line
^* —— - j y

'-i-' l Forest remnant, forest edge

Boundar/ between located posts

Blazed claim line
Drill hole with dip ^cation

t \.

J

INSTRUMENTATION AND COVERAGE;

TOPCON DT20B theodolite for grid work; SCINTREX MF-2 
vertical-force fluxgate magnetometer for traverses
430 measurements recorded - including 8 base readings 
and 20 loop checks on grid lines -16N, -12N, -8N, -4N, 
ON and 4N
Regular magnetic measurements taken at intervals not 
larger than 12.5 m (with five exceptions) over a line 
length of 4040 m

Field work done between June 2 and 10, 1994
Office work (Drafting, Plotting, Report compilation)

between February l and 29, 1996 
All work performed by Walter Yzerdraat, holder

PLOTTING; Magnetometer readings aa shown on the north side 
of the traverse lines have beta adjusted for di 
urnal variations and are reductd to a datum of
56.400Smaller figures on the south side of survey 
lines represent station numben (but where the 
space available on the north tide of a line is 
insufficient, a magnetic reading may also appear 
on the south side of that lin*)

Magnetic contours are sketched in at
250 nT (or gammas) betwwn -1000 and 2000 
500 nT between 2500 and 4000 nT 
1000 nT between 5000 and 10000 nT 
5000 nT between 15000 and 40000 nT 

Note that locally one or two contour lines may 
be omitted to avoid overcrowding

42L04NE0018 2 16512 METCALFE LAKE 210

OUi qhU line 
A*. 090*

lo

BASE MAPt Northern third of BM1 - Northwest Sector 
Compiled by W. Yzerdraat in 1990

HFiill


